
We invested in Workday—a best-in-class cloud solution—to drive our organisation  
forward. Thanks to Kainos Smart, we’re now using it to its full potential.

Carlos Santamaria—Manager of Workday Operations
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Going full platform with Workday

In 2013 The Met purchased Workday. Their search for a new business solution began as a finance team 

initiative to replace Lawson—the organisation’s core system for both HR and finance. Additional ageing  

sub-systems across departments; a growing variation of processes; and the need for a clear, holistic view  

of activity and data across the organisation further amplified the need for change—with Workday clearly  

the ideal solution. 

With Lawson’s expiration date approaching rapidly, The Met expedited a big bang deployment of Workday, 

Payroll and Financials, going live in July 2014. Rollouts of Workday Procurement, Expenses, Projects, 

Endowments, Finance, Time Tracking and Absence followed in quick succession.

Siloed implementation creates accuracy and reporting challenges

By 2016, The Met had been live on Workday for two years. However, with each department having carried out  

its module implementation in isolation from the others, as well as administering system changes ungoverned 

after go-live, issues with data accuracy, quality assurance, productivity and security had begun to surface. 

Carlos Santamaria, Manager of Workday Operations at The Met, explains, “Data outputs from the different 

teams weren’t lining up, which was making it difficult for the business to get an accurate picture of key 

information for decision-making. And it wasn’t clear at the time why this was. For some time, departments 

had also been struggling to carry out and get consistent results during testing, but they lacked sufficient 

experience in software testing to identify the root causes or how best to resolve them. 

“At The Met, the choice to test manually wasn’t a conscious decision,” he continues. “It was the result of lack 

of awareness. Testing wasn’t on our radar until after go-live—teams were focused solely on making sure 

configurations were correct. And staff who were testing were exceptional in their business areas, but they 

didn’t understand testing principles: how to test; positive and negative scenarios; the need for clear test 
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documentation in order to replicate and remedy potential issues; how to look beyond the explicit instruction; 

and most of all, the bigger picture of why this testing mattered. But I say that in hindsight. At the time,  

the significance of this wasn’t understood.”

Because testing was led and carried out by each department in isolation, nobody within The Met had a solid, 

holistic view of their Workday system as a whole—understanding where the interconnectivity between the  

three team’s BPs, security and integrations lay and how changes in one business area could impact another’s. 

In addition, only a few super-admins had access to the worker data necessary for testing, which made manually 

completing test cycles within departments a lengthy, time-consuming and cumbersome process.

Seclusion leads to unshared efficiencies

During Workday’s bi-annual updates, each department handled its own testing, using various approaches.  

In all, 25 business partners and HR staff were involved in each five-week test window. 

Carlos remarks, “The Met was already using Smart for HCM, but our team running it at the time was 

completely siloed and didn’t support us in any other areas of testing. Only the HRIS manager had visibility  

of how testing was carried out during updates. We didn’t have a dedicated QA team, so bi-annual update 

testing was carried out by a team of 25 Business Partners and HR staff. We had no capacity to test weekly, 

leaving us exposed to security risks—hence the feedback from our auditors. 

“SME’s were trying to squeeze in testing around their daily jobs, so they weren’t 100% focused or testing 

thoroughly,” says Carlos. They didn’t know Workday or what they were supposed to be doing or seeing  

as they weren’t involved from day one. Additionally, because testing was taking up the lion’s share  

of available time during the preview period, meaning internal projects were placed on hold and feature  

adoption was consistently pushed on to and down the roadmap.”

Red flags during external audit launch positive change

The Met’s siloed approach and issues eventually came to a head. “Combined, these factors resulted in 

inadequate test coverage and heightened security risk,” says Carlos. “But it wasn’t until our external (IS&T)  

audit that the extent of the issues and the underlying causes were clearly identified. Our auditor highlighted  

that our security and roles, testing, and report outputs lacked consistency. We were basically treating 

Workday as three systems instead of the one unified corporate system it is. He advised us to consider two 

options; redesign Workday, or create a central Workday team to manage security, access controls and testing. 

We opted for the latter, and that’s when my team was born.

I used to spend 95% of my week testing during updates, with Smart I’ve been able  
to reduce this to just five hours. There’s no way we would have ever been able to achieve 

the same coverage using a manual approach, even if we didn’t sleep!



Testing during updates and beyond 

Carlos comments, “Going full platform with Smart during Workday 32 was poles apart from previous 

releases. I used to spend 95% of my week testing during updates, with Smart I’ve been able to reduce  

this to just five hours. There’s no way we would have ever been able to achieve the same coverage using  

a manual approach, even if we didn’t sleep. Because Smart’s clean interface and simple navigation makes  

it so easy to use, I spend less time supporting my team of testers. It also means not being on call 24/7.”

Smart has also enabled The Met to extend the benefit of comprehensive testing beyond just the bi-annual 

updates. “When we first onboarded Smart, we chose the self-service model, building out extra tests and 

running them ourselves. As part of Smart’s Gold service, the Kainos team built out our regression packs. 

We reuse these packs to test every weekly release. We’re averaging around 1900+ tests weekly, compared 

to zero weekly tests ran before Smart.” Why does that matter? What errors have running automated tests 

prevented from entering production?

  

The Impact of Kainos Smart 
When Carlos took over Workday Operations, his top three goals were to create a central Workday team, 

implement robust Workday governance, and design a scalable Workday testing strategy in order to improve 

configuration stability and accuracy, reduce risk, and increase the value of Workday. From experience,  

he knew that test automation would be a key accelerator of these, and so worked with The Met’s leadership  

to procure Smart’s full suite. 

By 2018 The Met was live with Smart HCM, Security, Integrations and Finance testing. By 2019 they’d added 

Smart Payroll to become a full-platform user. Since its adoption, Smart has played been pivotal in cutting 

testing time, increasing coverage and freeing SMEs and operational staff to adopt new Workday features. 

During Workday 32 alone, The Met required 15 fewer staff to support the update, achieved 900x greater  

test coverage and reduced tester support of 95%. 



Gold-star governance 

The significant increase in testing breadth and depth has given The Met’s senior leadership renewed 

confidence that their Workday configuration is adequately governed. Auditing is now a breeze, with Smart’s 

regression testing catching any issues caused by changes to the configuration (both within and across their 

Workday modules) and its test archive providing evidence to auditors instantaneously.

“With our two unions and three business units, I always say that our organisational make-up is more like 

a little city than a company,” says Carlos. “We’ve a long list of internal and external requirements we must 

comply with. Previously, we only had bandwidth to carry out approximately 90 tests per update—that was 

testing of functional BPs only. During Workday 32, however, we ran over 50,000 regression tests at the click 

of a button—thoroughly testing our HCM, security, payroll and financials. And by running our packs weekly, 

we’re also verifying at a steady clip that all is well within our system, both from an operational perspective 

and a compliance perspective. If a change is made anywhere in our configuration and it accidentally breaks 

something elsewhere, Smart catches it fast;

• It fails the test. 

•  If it’s BP-related, it screenshots where the error occurred AND shows us the difference between BP  

steps in that failed test versus the previous test that passed, so we know where to start our investigation  

for correction. If it’s in an integration test, it highlights which output data in the failed test doesn’t match  

the previous passed test.

• We have a record of when the test failed in Smart’s test archive.

• And we also have a record of when it passed after the correction is made. 

So we can quickly and easily show auditors that we’re monitoring our system and controls closely, fixing  

them when things go wrong, and can show evidence of how quickly we got the correction in place.” 

With the support of Kainos Smart, The Met has resolved its biggest post-deployment challenges. “We  

invested in Workday—a best-in-class cloud solution—to drive our organisation forward,” says Carlos.  

“Thanks to Kainos Smart, we’re now using it to its full potential.”

If a change is made anywhere in our configuration and it accidentally  
breaks something somewhere else, Smart catches it fast!
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